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House-elves and merpeople, Cornish pixies and dragons--the wizarding world is populated by an

unforgettable cast of magical beings and extraordinaryÂ beasts. Filled with detailed illustrations

inspired by the Harry Potter films, this coloring book presents the creatures of the Forbidden Forest,

the Great Lake, andÂ much more. Relive favorite scenes like Harry, Ron, and Hermione&#39;s

escape from Gringotts on the back of a dragon and explore intricate creature-themed patterns in this

interactive journey through the wizarding world. Also included is a selection of stunning concept art

and film stills from the making of the Harry Potter films to stimulate your creativity.
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The pictures are detailed and I believe I will enjoy coloring them. I just got the book and haven't had

a lot of time to look at it completely but it seems that there are color photos in the back to show what

the creatures look like in the movies.

I love these books. Yes they are double sided, non-perforated pages. For me that just means I got

to experience more with colored pencils. Thats a plus. As far as the pages sprawling across 2

pages being uncolorable I find that false. A lot of people are complaining about the merperson page.

I've attached a picture of my finished one.



I liked many of the pictures in this book, however, I'll be returning it. There are just way too many

double page spread pictures that go into the binding loosing faces and important details of a picture.

For the price of this book, I expected better. I shouldn't have to break the spine of a nice coloring

book I paid decent money for in order to color the pictures. Some of the nicest pictures in the book

are those that go into the binding, which is really disappointing.

The pictures are fine ... BUT the pages are two sided and the pages are not perforated so you

cannot take the pages out without ripping them. The two page spreads are almost impossible to

finish as you cannot get to the middle of the book. The DESIGN of the book is bad, but the pictures

are fine. EVERY other adult coloring book I have ordered only has one picture per page (not front

and back) and they are easy to rip out of the book.

I'm an absolute fanatic of Harry Potter stories and films. This book was a must buy purchase, which

we picked up a few days ago at our local store. This book is spectacularly well done with a sturdy

cover and cream colored heavyweight pages, which just enhance the variety of mediums you can

use to color this. This is Scholastic's second official coloring book for Harry Potter. Kids and adults

alike will be mesmerized by all the pages of amazing creatures from the wizarding world.Having

seen all the movies and also having read the books, my son was just thrilled with this, even though

he has to share it with his sister. We were mesmerized by this book! We are looking forward to more

in the series, as they come out soon.This book was done beautifully and has excellent

craftsmanship. High Quality pages that feature the Harry Potter Magical Creatures from the

wizarding world, which range from elven folk to majestical dragons and everything, in between. It

has J.K Rowlings' cast of magical beings and extraordinary beasts. It features intricate creature

patterns and still shots from the Harry Potter movies.My son generally uses colored pencils which

are fine. This time, he is using his markers and if you use markers, I would suggest a lighter touch

and a backing page, in case of bleed through. I have included some pics of the designs for you,

Hope it Helps:)

I love these coloring books but my only complaint is with them being two sided. I know someone

commented and said that all adult and children's coloring books are that way but I have 20+ adult

coloring books and they are all one sided, so I wish Scholastic had done the same with these ones.

It makes the coloring utensil selection difficult to make sure things don't bleed through the paper. I

also wish the paper was white and not off-white. That being said, they're great coloring books for HP



fans and the images are very nice. I am looking forward to owning the rest of them.

This is a gorgeous book. The pictures are great. I can't give the rating I'd like to though. The design

of this book has big problems. The many two page spreads run into to book spine making them

impossible to color. This is especially unfortunate with the merperson picture which would have

been spectacular otherwise. It's really too bad. I may have to see if I can split the book apart.

Beautiful images! The only major downside is that the images that span two pages are really difficult

to color and the crease between two pages is a bit prohibitive. That being said, every harry potter

fan should own this one!
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